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Involvement of RIA related expertise of local university / universities in the conduction process is 

clearly preferred.

Experience of the Expert/Company 

N

At least one international expert, with extensive experience in practicing  ptax law , providing 

strategic back-stopping and recommendations in respective fields with a particular focus on tax 

law related matters and environmental, economic and social impact assessments is a must for the 

applicant.

Subtotal for 2

Assignment Title: Support the Parliament of Georgia in the process of conducting a ex-

post Regulatory Impact Assessment on the Reform of Levying Profit Tax 

Evaluation Scheme for Technical Assessment of Offers ( Sina Heers (GIZ) Tamar Zodelava (GIZ, Maia Dvalishvili (CSB), Irina Aghapishvili (CSB)

Weightin

g 

in % 

(2)

The  technical proposal shall explain in detail how the expert will produce deliverables listed in 

the Terms of Reference considering aspects such as relevance, consistency, cost-effectiveness, and 

timelines of actions included in the technical proposal.

Appropriateness of the technical proposal

Regulatory Impact Assessment in light of Agenda 2030 

requirements 17.2129.9-006.00   

Criteria 

   (1)

Company Company

Grand Total

The  proposal shall provide evidence (e.g. in form of sample reports) of the company's/ expert's 

capabilities and experience  in executing similar projects/consultancy services in developing 

analytical and policy advice in respective field as described and required by respective Terms of 

Reference, including on tax law, through submitting respective guides/reports/publication. The 

documents shall clearly proof experience in the conduction of projects of similar size, scope, and 

complexity, as it is described and required by respective Terms of Reference;demonstrated 

experience in ex-post RIA is an advantage.

Qualification of proposed staff / experts

The technical proposal shall clearly interpret the objectives of the task as outlined in the 

respective ToR, incl. the purpose and approach on integrating Agenda 2030 requirements in RIA 

in Georgia.

The  technical proposal shall provide evidence of the company's/ expert's experience in conducting 

trainings on RIA methodology (e.g. Regulatory impact assessments, cost-benefit analysis, 

preparation of public consultations, multi-criteria analysis, data gathering)  and preparing 

presentations and materials that are relevant to the assignment and respective Terms of 

Reference, as well experienc in conducting training in RIA

Subtotal for 1

Subtotal for 3

At least five staff / experts assigned to executing the tasks outlined in the Terms of Reference shall 

have at least 6 years of experience in working in respective key thematic fields, including law (with 

particular emphasis on tax law), legal advisory, finances, economics, sociology and policy 

analysis; additional demonstrated expertise on the Agenda 2030 requirements, national 

differentiation and implementation process as well as sound understanding of mainstreaming 

approaches is a clear asset for applicant.

At least two staff / expert to be assigned with strong Statistical and Data Gallery Competence

At least two staff / expert to be assigned to executing tasks outlined shall have a demonstrated 

experience in preparing quality RIA reports with clearly formulated recommendations, both in 

Georgian and English languages.


